Replacing Fuses in Reliance Table

When checking fuses it always best to use a meter since a blown fuse is not always visible to the naked eye. If you suspect a fuse and do not have a measuring device simply replacing both fuses. Table fuses are rated at 10 amps.

Fuses are locate in the base of the table (see figure below, red arrow).

See directions on next page.
Method for removing fuse drawer:

1. The fuse drawer is located above the power cord.
2. Remove the power cord.
3. Place a small bladed screwdriver into appropriate slot (shown above) and push the flat spring towards the center of the power module until a click is heard. (Click may not be heard in all cases.) The drawer will come forward slightly.
4. Once the flap has been pushed towards the center, the drawer will extend slightly beyond the power module.
5. Remove the drawer by pulling it out by your fingers.

CAUTION: NEVER INSTALL THE DRAWER INTO THE POWER MODULE WITHOUT FUSES.